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Your time off is approved, you’ve picked a destination and contacted a travel agent, but before you 
pack the sunscreen, consider the Top 5 Financial Things to do Before You Go on Vacation.

1. Purchase Trip Cancellation Insurance.
Travel agents strongly recommend purchasing trip cancellation insurance. You wouldn’t want to lose 
money on a paid trip due to your child’s last minute ear infection. A good rule of thumb is to look 
for insurance that costs no more than 7% of the total trip costs. Carefully review the terms of the    
insurance as some allow cancellation for any reason, while others require doctor certification or 
exclude pre-existing conditions. 

2. Review Medical and Car Insurance.
Review your existing healthcare coverage to see if it addresses issues while traveling outside of the 
country. No one expects they will fall off a moped in Bermuda, but it happens more often than you 
think; will your personal medical insurance cover such a mishap while visiting another country? 

It also makes good sense to review your car insurance coverage if you plan to rent a car while         
traveling. Some major credit cards even cover card members automatically for damaged or stolen 
rental cars, as long as you use their card for rental payment. 

3. Obtain Local Currency and Notify Bank & Credit Card Companies.
Obtain the equivalent of $100 USD in small denominations of the local currency. This will make it 
easy to pay for initial expenses like tipping drivers. Local currency can be ordered from your bank, 
purchased at travel clubs like AAA and the airport currency counter.

Notify credit card companies where and when you are traveling. With so much credit card fraud 
these days, your charges may be declined or your card may be frozen. At the same time, ask if there 
are any fees for transactions made abroad or if you will incur an ATM fee while in a foreign country. 
Seasoned travelers find that using a credit card for all purchases gets the best rate of conversion.
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4. Make Copies of Passports and Credit Cards
Bring one set of copies with you and be sure to keep separate from original documents. Leave one 
copy at home or with a trusted family member or friend. Another option is to have photos of all this 
information on your phone, just be careful that your phone doesn’t up in the wrong hands! Pickpockets 
are very sophisticated and target travelers; even experienced travelers should be vigilant.

5. Research Local Customs
Americans tend to over tip when visiting other countries. It is common for restaurants to include a 
service charge so just a few extra dollars in the local currency should suffice. Be sure to review what is 
typical in the region before traveling. 

6. Bonus: What NOT to Do
If you can stand it, don’t post about your trip on social media until you are home. Sharing anticipation 
of your upcoming trip online or posting pictures while you are away can put your home and assets at 
risk. Imagine coming home from a fabulous trip to find your house vandalized and your things missing; 
all that fun and relaxation would come to a screeching halt. In other words: IT’S NOT WORTH IT!
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